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Correct	for	instrumental	response	to	assess	rela%ve	intensi%es	
ISMS		Urbana	2017		Session	MH	(11)		
					
	13	
MODEL	the	spectrum,	with	vibra%onal	popula%ons	as	the	‘variable’	
Subract	the	oscilla%ng	baseline	
(c-a	con%nuum)	
	
Simulate	A-X	emission	bands,	given	we	
have	a	complete	list	of	T(v,J)	in	A	1Σ+/b	3Π/				
	
Hönl-London	factors	OK.	
	
We	can	calculate		
<	vA,JA	|	μ(R)|	vX,JX	>,weigh%ng	with	
%	A	1Σ+	in	upper	level,		(μ(R)	for	b-X	=0	)		
				
Rota%onal	popula%ons	assumed	
	close	to	Boltzmann	with	Trot	220K	
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NaK	vapour	temp.	is	close	to	600K.			Boltzmann	Tvib	≠	600	K	fails	
40%	popula%on	v=0	
20	%	in	v=	1	…	
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Simula%ng	NaK	A-X	emission	with	Boltzmann	Tvib	=	230	K	works	!		
ISMS		Urbana	2017		Session	MH	(11)		
					
	16	
From	higher	v	in	B	1Π	?		NaK	Trot	close	to	200	K,		Tvib	absurd.		
Laser	pumps	B-X	Q(21)	5-0	
Expt.		
(a{er	baseline	removal)-	
Calc	Tvib	600K		
Calc	,	op%mised	vib.	Popula%ons	
Histograms	from	2	spectra,	
	independent	op%miza%on	
Strongest	features	from	v	=	4-6	
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Cascade	fluorescence	is	easier	to	see	at	lower	buffer-gas	pressure	
2.5	Torr	He	
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Cascade	fluorescence	is	easier	to	see	at	lower	buffer-gas	pressure	
ISMS		Urbana	2017		Session	MH	(11)		
					
	19	
Comparison	for	A	state	distribu%ons	:	pump	NaK,	buffer	gas	3	Torr	He		
ISMS		Urbana	2017		Session	MH	(11)		
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Adding	N2	broadens	the	distribu%on	very	quickly.	Buffer	gas	7	torr	
Collision	with	diatomic	gas	relaxes	vibra%on	much	more	efficiently.	
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			Conclusions	
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The	complex	bands	accompanying	B-X	excita%on	in	NaK	are	explained.	
It	seems	the	molecule	does	NOT	fragment	(no	obvious	sign	of	K2)	
There	is	some	propensity	to		CONSERVE	the	ini%al	vibra%onal	quantum	number.			
v	changes	less	than	one	might	expect	with	ΔE	=	5000	cm-1		
NaK	clearly	differs	from	homonuclear	Na2,	where	electronic	energy	transfer	was	
quasi-resonant.		
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